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ABSTRACT

Gaze mismatch is a common problem in video conferencing, where
the viewpoint captured by a camera (usually located above orbe-
low a display monitor) is not aligned with the gaze directionof
the human subject, who typically looks at his counterpart inthe
center of the screen. This means that the two parties cannot con-
verse eye-to-eye, hampering the quality of visual communication.
One conventional approach to the gaze mismatch problem is tosyn-
thesize a gaze-corrected face image as viewed from center ofthe
screen via depth-image-based rendering (DIBR), assuming texture
and depth maps are available at the camera-captured viewpoint(s).
Due to self-occlusion, however, there will be missing pixels in the
DIBR-synthesized view image that require satisfactory filling.

In this paper, we propose to jointly solve the hole-filling problem
and the face beautification problem (subtle modifications offacial
features to enhance attractiveness of the rendered face) via a unified
dual sparse coding framework. Specifically, we first train two dic-
tionaries separately: one for face images of the intended conference
subject, one for images of “beautiful” human faces. During synthe-
sis, we simultaneously seek two code vectors—one is sparse in the
first dictionary and explains the available DIBR-synthesized pixels,
the other is sparse in the second dictionary and matches wellwith
the first vector up to a restricted linear transform. This ensures a
good match with the intended target face, while increasing proxim-
ity to “beautiful” facial features to improve attractiveness. Experi-
mental results show naturally rendered human faces with noticeably
improved attractiveness.

Index Terms— Video conferencing, gaze correction, face beau-
tification, sparse coding

1. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of imaging and network technologies enabling inex-
pensive yet high-quality video capture and reliable high-bandwidth
transmission, video conferencing connecting two parties separated
by a large physical distance is now ubiquitous with tools such as
Skype1 and Google Hangouts2. A common problem with these tools
is thegaze mismatchproblem: because the capturing camera typ-
ically resides above or below the display monitor while the human
subject tends to look at his/her counterpart in the center ofthe screen,
the conversing parties cannot talk eye-to-eye, hampering the quality
of visual communication.

Leveraging on recent advances in 3D imaging [1], one com-
mon approach to the gaze mismatch problem is to synthesize the

1http://www.skype.com/
2http://www.google.com/hangouts/

viewpoint image as observed from the center of screen (virtual
view) via depth-image-based rendering(DIBR) [2], assuming tex-
ture and depth viewpoint images3 are available from the capturing
camera(s) [3, 4, 5]. The key problem to this approach is thedisoc-
clusion hole-fillingproblem: spatial regions in the virtual view that
were occluded by foreground elements in the camera-captured view-
point contain missing pixels and need to be completed satisfactorily.
While hole-filling for DIBR-synthesized images has been addressed
formally in the literature [6, 7, 8], to the best of our knowledge no
one has yet tailored a hole-filling algorithm specifically for human
face for rendering of a natural gaze-corrected view.

In this paper, we propose to jointly solve the disocclusion hole-
filling problem for human faces together with theface beautifica-
tion problem in a unified sparse coding framework. Face beautifica-
tion [9] is the process of subtly modifying facial features to enhance
attractiveness of the rendered face. Unlike previous hole-filling ap-
proaches [6, 7, 8] that attempt to fill in missing pixels usingonly
available data in the current captured images, we assume theavail-
ability of a large corpus containing images ofboththe rendered sub-
ject and a lot of “beautiful faces” when training two corresponding
dictionaries offline4—a fair assumption in the age of big data where
voluminous databases of images are easily accessible through social
networks and search engines. During view synthesis, we simultane-
ously seek two code vectors—one is sparse in the first dictionary and
explains the available DIBR-synthesized pixels, the otheris sparse in
the second dictionary and matches well with the first vector up to a
restricted linear transform. The restriction of the lineartransform to
a pre-determined set ensures a good balance between recognizability
of the captured subject and proximity to ”beautiful” facialfeatures
to improve attractiveness. Experimental results show naturally ren-
dered human faces with noticeably improved attractiveness.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We first overview re-
lated work in Section 2. We then overview our proposed joint gaze
correction / face beautification system in Section 3. We describe
in precise mathematical terms our dual sparse coding framework for
joint hole-filling / face beautification in section 4. Finally, we discuss
experimentation and conclusion in Section 5 and 6, respectively.

3A depth image is a per-pixel distance map measuring the physical sep-
aration between objects in the 3D scene and capturing camera. It can be
captured using depth sensing cameras such as Microsoft Kinect.

4It is argued in [10] thatbig data(explosion of collected data across net-
works that are made available via efficient cloud-based retrieval services) can
fundamentally alter how traditional signal processing problems are tackled.
In this work, we demonstrate how the gaze mismatch problem can benefit
from big data via offline training of appropriate dictionaries.



Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed joint gaze correction and face beautification system

2. RELATED WORK

Gaze mismatch is a well known problem for video conferenc-
ing [11], and there exist numerous solutions in the literature [12, 13,
3, 4, 5]. Early solutions [12, 13] performedimage-based rendering
(IBR) given stereo-captured viewpoint images, which tendsto be
computation-intensive. Leveraging on the recent advance in depth
sensing technologies, more recent proposals [3, 4, 5] assumed a
captured camera provides both texture and depth images5 for DIBR
synthesis of the gaze corrected view. Towards real-time imple-
mentation, these proposed solutions to the disocclusion hole-filling
problem tend to be simple and ad-hoc, which work well if the cam-
era viewpoint(s) and the target virtual viewpoint are not far apart.
However, for enhanced immersiveness during video conferencing, a
large display is often used, and the capturing cameras can belocated
far from the screen center. Thus the resulting holes are large, and
our more sophisticated dual sparse coding scheme using dictionaries
tailored for the specific human subject can be more beneficial.

Note that in our approach the needed dictionaries are trained of-
fline using an available corpus of images, so the only complexity dur-
ing conferencing is the computation of appropriate sparse vectors. It
is conceivable that this can be done in real-time for reasonably sized
dictionaries using the latest optimization tools such as Lasso.

While beautification has been studied in the literature for static
individual images [9], doing so for video of human face in a confer-
encing situation brings new challenges of temporal consistency and
real-time implementation. Though not demonstrated in thispaper,
we believe our sparse coding approach (first in the beautification lit-
erature) can achieve both goals by initializing the sparse vectors of
new time instant using optimized vectors of previous instant. Further
investigation of these two issues are left for future work.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The architecture of our proposed joint gaze correction and face beau-
tification system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The system employs two
cameras facing the user on the left and right side of a display. DIBR
is first used to synthesized a gaze corrected view, assuming texture
and depth maps are available at the camera-captured viewpoints.
Due to self-occlusion, there will be missing pixels in the DIBR-
synthesized view image that require filling6.

5This texture-plus-depth video format requires compression of depth im-
ages at sender, which has been intensively studied in recentyears [14, 15].

6Filling of pixels not belonging to the human face is an orthogonal prob-
lem solvable using generic hole-filling techniques [6, 7, 8], and thus is not
considered in this paper.

The key component is the reconstruction and beautification
module, which jointly solves the self-occlusion hole-filling problem
for human faces together with the face beautification problem in a
unified dual sparse coding framework. This module relies onetwo
dictionaries, which are learned using two offline training sets of
images, which we assume can be collecteda priori.

The dictionary used for face reconstruction is learned by using
specific face photos of the current person in video conferencing. It
has been observed that the space spanned by the appearance offaces
is relatively small, and the space spanned by a specific face is sig-
nificantly smaller. Therefore, by using of such a dictionary, we can
derive useful priors to obtain high-quality face reconstruction.

The dictionary used for face beautification is trained by using a
set of general beautiful faces, which in our case are collected beau-
tiful faces of Asian film stars from the Internet. Through it,we can
exploit the discriminative nature of sparse representation to perform
face beautification. The atoms that yield the most compact represen-
tation should be preferred as the candidates of beautification. That
is, a beautified face can be represented as a linear combination of
these atoms. Furthermore, a restricted linear transformationL is em-
ployed to constraint the level of beautification, that is, the modifica-
tion should be subtle. The reconstruction and beautification process
can be performed iteratively to obtain better results.

4. JOINT HOLE-FILLING AND FACE BEAUTIFICATION

We now discuss the details of the hole-filling / beautification module.
We propose that a successful transformation must meet the following
three criteria:

• Fidelity: holes in the DIBR-synthesized facial image must be
completed, resulting in a natural-looking human face.

• Attractiveness: The rendered face should have enhanced fa-
cial attractiveness, with “beautiful” local features.

• Identifiability: Only subtle modifications should be per-
formed to the original face, so that the target human subject
is unmistakably recognizable.

The first and second criteria can be formulated as a dual sparse
coding problem, where apatch-based over-complete dictionary is
learned from example faces of the current person to characterize
the structure domain of the current face, and afeature-based over-
complete dictionary is learned from a set of beautiful facesof movie
stars to characterize the feature domain of beautiful faces. The third
criteria can be met by restricting the types of linear transformations
performed for different facial features to limit the degreeof beauti-
fication. All of these criteria can be cast into a unified optimization
framework to obtain final results.



4.1. Dual Dictionary Learning

How to derive appropriate dictionaries for dual sparse coding is a
critical issue in our proposed scheme. Two separate dictionaries are
learned for face reconstruction and beautification respectively.

4.1.1. Dictionary Learning for Reconstruction

For face reconstruction, our purpose is to fill in holes exposed by
DIBR in the synthesized face image. In the literature, imagerestora-
tion using local patches has become very popular and was shown
to be highly effective [17, 18]. Hence, for face reconstruction, we
propose a patch-based local adaptive method to learn the dictionary.
For given example face images of the current person, we extract all
patches with overlaps. Then we classify the collected patches into
clusters with similar geometric structure by using theK-means clus-
tering method [19], and model each cluster by learning a compact
sub-dictionary. Specifically, for a certain clusteri which includes
ni image patches to be coded, we stack the vectors of patches into a
matrix denoted byXi. Then, we learn an adaptive sub-dictionaryΦi

that is most relevant toXi by applyingprincipal component analy-
sis(PCA) onXi. PCA generates the dictionaryΦi whose atoms are
the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix ofXi.

Since the patches in a cluster are similar to each other, the
sub-dictionary is not necessary to be over-complete, but all sub-
dictionaries are combined together to construct a large over-complete
dictionary Φ to characterize all possible local structures of the
face [19].

4.1.2. Dictionary Learning for Beautification

Even though faces are objects with large varieties, they aremade
up of several basic features, such as eyes, eyebrows, nose and
mouth. Studies have demonstrated the importance of facial features
in beauty judgment tasks [16]. For face beautification, we take a
feature-based dictionary learning approach. Given a frontal face
as input, we first identify a set of facial landmarks [21]. Then,
according to the locations of landmarks, we extract six classes of
facial features including: left eye, right eye, left eyebrow, right
eyebrow, nose and mouth. In practical implementation, we donot
beautify the mouth, since it typically moves fast and often during the
conferencing video. We construct a sub-dictionary for eachfeature.

Specifically, for a featurexi of the current face, we collect suf-
ficient example featuresAi = [v1,v2, · · · ,vni

] from the beautiful
face dataset as training samples. Light normalization is performed
on the training samples to cancel the influence of different lighting
condition. We propose the following model for light normalization:

ṽi =
(vi −min(vi)) (max(xi)−min(xi))

max(vi)−min(vi)
+ min(xi) (1)

wheremin(·) andmax(·) represent the minimization and maximiza-
tion operators. After light normalization, the training samples them-
selves are used as base elements of the beautification dictionaryΨ.

4.2. Joint Sparse Coding

We achieve the overall objective by finding sparse code vectors α

andβ with respect to the two trained dictionaries, as well as the
linear transformationL, via minimization of the following energy
function:

argmin
α,β,L

‖x−Φα‖2
2
+ λ1‖α‖

1

+ ‖Φα− LΨβ‖2
2
+ λ2‖β‖1.

(2)

The first two terms in the objective function are the standardsparse
coding to reconstruct the face vectorx with respect to person-
specific dictionaryΦ. The third and fourth terms perform sparse
coding to represent the reconstructed faceΦα with respect to
the beautiful-face dictionaryΨ for beautification purpose, where
the relationship between the two sparse code vectorsα andβ is
established through a linear transformL, which denotes the trans-
formation from the reconstructed face to the synthesized beautiful
face. By constrainingL, we can limit the degree and types of
beautification performed to meet the identifiability criteria.

The objective function is not jointly convex inα, β andL, but
is convex in one variable if others are fixed. Therefore, we can em-
ploy the alternating procedure to optimize these variablesiteratively.
Specifically, to tackle the objective function in Eq. (2), weseparate
the objective function into three sub-problems, namely sparse cod-
ing for the current face, sparse coding for beautiful face, and map-
ping function updating. This procedure is repeated until convergence
or after a maximum number of iterationsT has been reached. In
what follows, we will describe the initialization process,three sub-
problems and their optimal solutions.

4.2.1. Initialization Process

We obtain the initial sparse representation coefficientsα by solving
the following problem:

argmin
α

{
‖x−Φα‖2

2
+ λ1‖α‖

1

}
. (3)

The optimization solution ofα can be effectively and efficiently
solved by a fastℓ1-minimization algorithm, known asAugmented
Largrangian Methods(ALM) [20]. And the linear transformation
L is first initialized as a scalar matrix for the purpose of a global
weighted linear combination of current-face feature and the star-face
feature. More specifically, we initializeL asL = 0.4I to limit the
level of beautification, whereI is the identity matrix.

4.2.2. Optimization with respect toβ

With the initialization ofL as a diagonal matrix and the derivedα
in Eq. (3), the optimization problem with respect toβ becomes:

argmin
β

{
‖Φα− LΨβ‖2

2
+ λ2‖β‖1

}
. (4)

Finally, the sparse representation coefficientβ can also be obtained
via ALM as done previously forα.

4.2.3. Optimization with respect toL

With the derived coefficientsα andβ, we update the linear transfor-
mationL as the following minimization problem:

argmin
L∈L

‖Φα− LΨβ‖2
2
. (5)

In practical implementation, we restrictL to be a few simple known
linear transformations, such as rotation, scaling, shifting, which con-
struct the setL. Then, the problem of optimizingL converts to sim-
ply search through the defined transformations. In this way,the de-
gree and types of beautification is constrained, thus, recognizability
is maintained in the beautification process.



Fig. 2. Results of gaze-corrected face reconstruction and beautification. The first row: reconstructed faces, the second row:beautified faces.

4.2.4. Optimization with respect toα

Fixing β andL, the sub-problem for optimizing code vectorα be-
comes:

argmin
α

{
‖x−Φα‖2

2
+ λ1‖α‖

1
+ ‖Φα− LΨβ‖2

2

}
(6)

With simple algebra and deleting the constant, the above objective
function can be reformulated as a standard sparse coding problem:

argmin
α

{∥∥∥∥
1

2
(x+ LΨβ)−Φα

∥∥∥∥
2

2

+ λ1‖α‖
1

}
. (7)

which also can be efficiently solved by the ALM algorithm.

5. EXPERIMENTATION

In this section, experimental results are presented to demonstrate the
performance of our proposed joint gaze-correction and beautifica-
tion scheme. In our experiments, the specific face dataset isconsti-
tuted by face regions of the camera-captured viewpoints andother
frontal photos of the current person. The star faces datasetis col-
lected from the web, including 600 samples for male and female,
respectively. To reduce the influences of age, skin color andother
irrelevant factors, we only select young East Asian male andfe-
male film stars in frontal view, without glasses, to construct star
face training set. All star faces are normalized by the distance be-
tween pupils of the test face, and are aligned to bring the eyes to the
same location. Other preprocessing procedures are needed,such as
face detection and alignment. Two different dictionaries are trained
for female and male star faces. For simplicity, to simulate DIBR
disocclusion holes, we manually inject random impulse noises into
camera-captured frontal-view images as input to our face reconstruc-
tion / beautification algorithm. In practical experiments,about 30%
of all pixels are corrupted by impulse noise.

The results of reconstructing and beautifying the gaze-corrected
face generated by DIBR are shown in Fig.2, including two maletest
samples and one female sample. Visually, it can be seen that the first
male test subject has enlarged eyes and relatively thicker eyebrows.
The second male test subject has more beautiful shapes for the eyes,
and the wrinkles around the eyes are eliminated. The female test
subject has enlarged eyes, which improve attractiveness. Note that
in each of these subjects, the difference between the original face and
the beautified one is quite subtle, and thus the resemblance between
the two faces is unmistakable. Yet, the subtle changes clearly have a
substantial impact on the attractiveness of these faces.

6. CONCLUSION

Gaze mismatch is a known problem in video conferencing. In
this paper, we propose to jointly perform hole-filling in DIBR-
synthesized gazed-corrected view and face beautification in one
unified sparse coding framework. Assuming the availabilityof a
large corpus of imagesa priori—a reasonable assumption in the era
of big data—the key idea is to learn two dictionaries offline (one
for target human subject and one for “beautiful” faces), so that in
real-time two sparse code vectors can be sought: one explains the
synthesized pixels from camera-captured view(s), and one approxi-
mates features of beautiful faces. A linear transform that maps from
one reconstruction to another is carefully chosen to ensurerecog-
nizability of the conferencing subject. Experimental results show
naturally rendered faces with enhanced attractiveness.
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